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ican indigenous people as a homogeneous whole.
At the other extreme are ethnographic accounts
which explore the meaning of specific Native
terms without much attempt to relate them to each
other within the context of the overall cosmolog
 ical system. Nevertheless, there are some useful
insights in the published literature concerning ab
original conceptions of the Grandfathers.2 We are
primarily interested in the literature pertaining to
the Plains Indians as this is Pompana’s “culture
area.” But the following discussion includes refer-

-oi nature as well.
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Grandfather spirits is enormous. In the literature, distinguished fr^ k powerful spirits should be
the Grandfathers have been portrayed differently The issue of Grandfathers.
depending as much upon the prevalent attitudes of power among the c h? there are difference s in
the academic community and individual anthro- tentious issue A Ura?dfatherspirits is itself a con-
pologists as upon the nature of the available infor- the Dakota grounThr 8 l° a maJority of writers,
mation. Generally, anthropologists have reported ings of four?makinl "ndfathers int0 four §™up-
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Some of the earlier anthropological works por- some traditions6 that the Godfathers in
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Underhill 1965) or as guardian spirits that pro
tected and helped humans (Benedict 1964). These
beings wielded great powers which they could torces is not alwav
bestow upon favored individuals. They were not nature of the G HP*’ bUt d is from the duai
restricted to a specific form, and often appeared in and malevolent randtathers that both benevolent
visions to communicate with humans. They were a ;„ + _P°^ersaiase-

tangible entities, but were never confused with ’ " - L: -w
the living representatives of the species (Underhill
1965). As interpreted by an early scholar in the
field, “It is not the animals of today whom they
worship, but the dead animals - the ancient ani
mals - the progenitors or prototypes of the present”
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Grandfather spirits. As they are powerful beings,
it is useful, even necessary, to be allied with them
in some way. Their favor, often communicated

2 The term “Grandfathers” is not gender specific. It includes
concepts such as “Mother Earth” which are female. In
fact, we considered using the term “Grandparents” but our
informants found the term somewhat awkward.

 traditions, a concept like Wakan Tanka is ditn-
 cult to define, precisely because of the ultimately
incomprehensible nature of the Great Mystery the
concept alludes to (Stolzman 1992). According
 to most accounts (Mails 1979; Walker 1980) this
 great, mysterious power is the omnipresent, under
 lying nature of all things, unlimited by a face or aform.

 For some Dakota, the sixteen Grandfathers, or


